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The latest title in the award-winning Top Trails series covers the best hiking trails on Maui. Top

Trails: Maui presents 37 premier day-hikes and overnight backpacking trips suited to all levels of

ability and interests in west Maui, central/south Maui, east Maui/upcountry, and Haleakala National

Park. All of the trails offer scenic beauty and ease of access for hikers. Some of the hiking trails

described here are popular with both locals and visitors, while others remain local secrets. All trails

are within a two-hour drive from virtually any point on the island. With the Top Trails winning formula

of easy-to-follow maps for every hike, trail-feature charts, feature icons, "don't get lost" trail

milestones, and GPS waypoints, travelers can easily identify the right trail for their interests, abilities,

and available time.
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"There are loads of helpful details for hiking in Maui, all of which are well organized and easy to

find!" --Paradise-Found-in-Maui.com, February 2011

not that good. she spends way too much time about dangers. the directions are somewhat vague.

we had to refer to other books and maps several times. does do a good job of listing most hikes.

does not mention the bigger hike at twin falls, but that might be because of hike maui having access

to the better hike...



When high surf limited our usual scuba diving excursions, we turned to more land-based activities.

This book "drove" our daily outings and encouraged us to explore areas of Maui that we'd bypassed

on 3 previous trips to the island. Detailed descriptions of hikes really helped us prepare for each. (In

fact, I found myself advising others at trailheads.)

This is a great guidebook for Maui hikes. Leave the superfluous info about hotels, things to do, etc.

to other books: this one helps you focus on getting on the trails and walking through nature! This

was one of my top resources on my last trip, and I'm glad I had it with me.

Mahalo.

Loaded with lots of hikes and all levels. Good resource for visiting maui.

I purchased this book for a recent trip to Maui. When I purchase a hiking guidebook, I want it to do

one of the following:- inspire me to hike (such as look at that photogragh - I just have to hike there!)-

contain informative material that makes the hike more interesting- contain hiking gems I would not

have found any using other guidebooks or resources.- Essentially - will the guidebook improve my

vacation?Unfortunately, this guidebook book failed to meet the criteria above. There are far better

guidebooks out there for Mau - I found "Maui Revealed" to be the best and most useful. "Maui Top

Trails" just did not include items of interest that would justify its purchase.Enjoy your vacation on

Maui - you will not be disapointed - and you will find some good hiking!

Loved this helpful guide to the major trails of Maui. We used this book in conjunction with another

guidebook to come up with the trails we most wanted to hike.

Great book with up to date information
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